Background: Software organisations have been experiencing software development failures since the beginning of software development. Globally, latest Standish Group CHAOS reports indicate that only 29% of projects are successful. In South Africa (SA), the ITWeb report (2013) indicates that only 11% of all projects are successful. Intervention strategies such as software process improvement (SPI) frameworks and new software development methodologies such as agile methods have been introduced to address this issue. These intervention strategies do not seem to be effective because software development projects continue to fail. To address this issue, software organisations are turning to knowledge management (KM). This is because software development is a knowledge-intensive task.

Objectives: The study aimed to investigate KM practices in small, medium and micro (SMMEs) software development organisations in SA and to determine if KM has benefited the organisations.

Method: Fifteen software development project managers from 15 software development SMMEs were interviewed. Content analysis was used to analyse the data.

Results: The study found six KM practices in the organisations: knowledge acquisition, creation, storage, sharing, organisation and application. The study found that KM has benefited organisations by making them effective, efficient and productive.

Conclusions: The study concluded that software development organisation have adopted KM, although informally, and that KM practices have improved organisational routines and processes.

Introduction

Globally, software organisations are faced with many challenges. They include, among others, poor software quality, failure to learn from past mistakes, projects exceeding their budget and time, collapse in organisational intelligence and lack of software development skills (Charette 2005; Gruner & van Zyl 2011; Lindvall, Rus & Sinha 2002; Lytyinen & Robey 1999; Tarawneh 2011). The Standish Group CHAOS report (2015) indicates that only 29% of projects are successful, 52% are challenged and 19% fail outright. In South Africa (SA), the ITWeb software development surveys (2011, 2012 and 2013) indicate that 11% of software development projects (in-house or outsourced) are successful. That is, they are delivered on time, on budget and of expected quality. These results paint a grim picture of the software development industry locally and globally.

Software process improvement (SPI) frameworks such as the capability maturity model and capability maturity model integration and new software development methodologies such as agile methods have been introduced in the industry to address software development challenges (Bellini & Jo Storto 2006; Lehtinen et al. 2014). These intervention strategies do not seem to have absolutely addressed these problems. This is because organisations either do not know these frameworks or perceive them as expensive, time consuming and difficult to perform (Al Tarawneh, Abdullath & Ali 2009; Richardson & von Wangenheim 2007; Saranya & Kannan 2013).

Consequently, software organisations are turning to knowledge management (KM) strategies in an attempt to address the challenges they face (Lindval et al. 2002; Sholla & Nazari 2011). This is because software development is a knowledge-intensive task that has the potential to benefit from KM principles (Dorairaj, Noble & Malik 2012; Jiang et al. 2009). In the global software industry,
KM has helped to improve the execution and coordination functions across the organisation and increased the speed of delivery and precision of quality products (Bjørnson & Dingsøyr 2008; Chandani, Neeraja & Sreedevi 2007; Kristjansson, Helms & Brinkkemper 2014). According to the FDI Intelligence Report (2012) and the Switzerland Global Enterprise (2014), SA has the biggest information technology (IT) industry in Africa. Software development is one of the major services provided by this industry. Unfortunately, as indicated by the ITWeb survey report (2013), SA software development organisations encounter software development failures just like other organisations around the globe. In developed countries such as Germany, Australia and Ireland – to mention but a few – studies by Aurum, Daneshgar and Ward (2008), Heavin and Adam (2012) and Betz, Oberweis and Stephan (2014) have been conducted to investigate KM practices in software development organisations. Developing countries in the Brazil, Russia, India, China, SA (BRICS) block such as Brazil, China and India have investigated this issue too (Jiang et al. 2009; Neves et al. 2014; Sharma, Singh & Goyal 2012). This does not seem to be the case in SA, yet she is an African IT giant. A review of the SA literature on this subject revealed only three studies by O’Neil (2005), Silverman (2006) and Khoza and Pretorius (2016). This means that such a problematic issue has been ignored by SA researchers, thus denying the industry and the country valuable knowledge about the current KM situation in software development organisations and possible KM-driven solutions to software development problems. This study aimed to fill that gap. Specifically, it aimed to answer the following questions: (1) What KM practices are adopted by small, medium and micro software development organisations in SA? (2) What benefits has KM brought to the organisations? We believe that this investigation will shed light on KM practices and offer practical and theoretical KM solutions to the SA software development industry.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A brief overview of the IT industry in SA follows this section, then the theoretical background and brief literature review, research methodology, results and discussion, and lastly conclusions and recommendations.

Software development in South Africa

South Africa has the biggest IT market in Africa. It consists of hardware and software products and services. The software industry deals with software development and packaged software services. It is projected to be worth $3919 billion in 2016. The Gauteng province is the leader in the IT industry with 60% of all projects, followed by the Western Cape (35%) and KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) (5%) (FDI Intelligence 2012; Switzerland Global Enterprise 2014). The Johannesburg Centre for Software Engineering Source Code Report (JCSE) (2012) indicates that there are fewer than 8000 software development organisations in SA. Most of these are SMMEs with fewer than 50 employees. Depending on the sector of the economy, a SMME is an organisation with fewer than 200 full-time paid employees (SA Department of Trade and Industry 2008). The software development industry employs about 180 000 people, of whom 15 000 are software developers (JCSE Source Code Report 2012). Citing a Gartner research report, the Switzerland Global Enterprise (2014) states that SA is one of the top 30 software development destinations in the world.

Theoretical background and literature review

Knowledge management has gained popularity in the software engineering field over the past decade. The growing interest in this field is instigated by the notion that KM plays a vital role in software development because software development is a knowledge-intensive task. It is associated with innovation and efficiency, activities which are vital in software development (Bjørnson & Dingsøyr 2008; Chandani et al. 2007; Gendreau & Robillard 2013). Software development methods such as agile methods, strategies such as post-mortem reviews and SPI frameworks are regarded as KM activities (Desouza, Dingsøyr & Awazu 2005; Chouseinoglou et al. 2013).

Knowledge management scholars agree that there is no single definition of KM. Wiig (1993) defines it as approaches and processes aimed at identifying positive and negative uses of knowledge in different organisational operations. Dalkir (2011) synthesises definitions from many scholars and concludes that KM is the planning, organising, motivation and controlling of processes, routines and people within an organisation to ensure that knowledge is accessed by those who need it. Holsapple and Joshi (2003) hold that the goal of KM is to provide the right knowledge at the right time to the right people in the right presentation.

Knowledge management is viewed from several perspectives: personalisation and codification (Hansen, Nohria & Tierney 1999), schools of thought (Earl 2001) and from the lifecycle perspective (Alavi & Leidner 2001; Dalkir 2011; Evans & Ali 2013). The personalisation and codification perspective focuses on the importance of converting tacit knowledge into explicit form (Hansen et al. 1999). This means that organisations should focus on converting knowledge in the minds of people to documented knowledge so that it can be easily accessed and used by everyone within the organisation. The schools of thought perspective views KM from three broad schools: the economic, technocratic and behavioural. The economic school focuses on the economic gains brought by KM, the technocratic school focuses on the use of technology to support KM activities and the behavioural school focuses on KM human activities; that is, how human beings can be proactive in KM activities (Earl 2001). The lifecycle perspective views KM as a series of processes that when used together create a KM strategy. The processes include, among others, knowledge acquisition, creation, storage, transfer, application and learning. There are many KM frameworks that have been created in the KM field to
explain this perspective. Examples are Wiig (1993), Alavi and Leidner (2001), Evans and Ali (2013) and Shongwe (2016). This study adopted the KM lifecycle perspective. This perspective was chosen because it shows the various KM activities or processes that organisations adopt and is widely accepted in KM. No particular framework was adopted for this study. Respondents were asked questions constructed from frameworks found in the literature.

The following subsection presents a brief literature review and identifies the literature gap addressed by this study.

**Knowledge management practices in software organisations**

Studies have been reported in the literature on how software development organisations manage their knowledge assets. The studies have been conducted in small, medium, micro and large organisations. They take several KM perspectives: schools of thought, software development frameworks and methods, KM lifecycle, and KM in terms of the personalisation and codification strategy. For example, Bjørnson and Dingsøyr (2008) used Earl’s schools of thought to classify KM studies in software engineering into behavioural, economics and technocratic schools. Jelinek (2010), Galvis-Lista and Sánchez-Torres (2013), Lakulu (2010) and Cabral, Ribeiro and Noll (2014) are of the view that software development methodologies such as the waterfall, agile, rational unified process, software process reference models, SPI and open source software development apply KM principles. The study by Abdullah, Eri and Talib (2011) shows the importance of KM and SPI in software organisations. Other studies focus on KM from the KM lifecycle perspective, for example, studies by Aurum et al. (2008) and Heavin and Adam (2012).

Studies investigating KM practices in software organisations have been conducted in many parts of the world. The study by Aurum et al. (2008) in Australia found that Australian organisations use information networks of colleagues to share knowledge and that they store their knowledge in directories, archives and repositories. The study also discovered the following KM activities in software organisations: knowledge creation (sharing ideas with colleagues); acquisition, adaptation and identification (reusing past knowledge to identify current problems); organisation (directories); distribution (sharing knowledge with colleagues); and application (developers reapplying their accumulated knowledge in a range of scenarios). Heavin and Adam (2012) conducted a similar study in Ireland and found that software organisations engage in six KM activities: knowledge creation, transfer, storage, maintenance, codification and acquisition. Pástor, Šipikal and Rehák (2013) found evidence of knowledge creation through innovation and knowledge acquisition from external sources in Slovakian organisations. Neves et al. (2014) investigated the role of KM in mitigating risk in micro and small software organisations in Brazil. Their study found that combination – as explained by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) – is mostly used to mitigate risk in software development teams.

In SA, a few studies focusing on the software development industry are found in the literature. Labuschagne, Marnewick and Jakovljevic (2008) investigated IT management maturity in SA and discovered that IT project maturity has improved, but IT projects continue to fail. Similar results are seen in Bogopa (2010) and Pretorius, Steyn and Jordaan (2012). Only three studies focusing on KM were found. Silverman (2006) found that KM practices contributed positively to software development success; O’Neil (2005) found that software organisations found it harder to manage tacit knowledge than explicit knowledge; and Khoza and Pretorius (2016) found factors that influence knowledge sharing to include, among others, job security, poor communication, unrealistic expectations, lack of time and psychological factors.

The literature reveals KM practices in software development organisations in different parts of the world. However, what is noticeable is the lack of such studies in SA. It is not known whether such activities are adopted in SA and whether organisations have benefited from KM. This study aims to fill that literature gap by focusing on SA software development SMMEs.

**Research methodology**

This is an interpretive, qualitative case study (Olikowski & Baroudi 1991) of KZN. This province was selected because of its accessibility to the researcher and because it has the third largest number of IT projects in SA (FDI Intelligence 2012; Switzerland Global Enterprise 2014). It targeted software development SMMEs. This is because according to the JCSE (2012), most software development organisations in SA are SMMEs. According to this study, software development organisations are organisations whose core business is the development of software products. Software vendors are excluded because they do not develop software, but sell completed software. Fifteen software development organisations were identified on a list provided by the JCSE (2012), using web searches and snowball sampling. The JCSE list was used first to locate the organisations, but it was discovered that most of them had closed down or moved to other locations. Only two organisations from the original list were located. A web search of the SA Yellow Pages and a local portal (Snupit) and snowball sampling were then used to locate the other 13. A pilot study was conducted in a different organisation to test the research instrument (interview schedule), and necessary adjustments were made before the final data were collected. Structured face-to-face interviews were conducted with 15 software development project managers. The interview questions were informed by a hybrid combination of KM processes found in the literature. The interviews were conducted at the organisations’ premises and lasted on average 1 h each. A tape recorder was used to record them. Data were analysed by a deductive qualitative content analysis approach. This approach is appropriate in situations where theory exists and data are used to test or advance theory. In this approach, data are grouped into categories and themes (Cho & Lee 2014; Elo & Kyngäs 2008; Mayring 2000). Deductive qualitative content analysis steps
proposed by Elo and Kyngäs (2008:110) were adopted in this study. The results are presented in the following section.

Results analysis and discussion

Responses of the 15 software project managers are presented in this section. To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms are used to indicate participants, with the use of P1–P15.

Knowledge management practices in software organisations

The findings reveal six KM practices in SA software SMMEs: knowledge acquisition, creation, sharing, storage, organisation and application. They are discussed in detail below.

Knowledge acquisition

Software development organisations were asked whether they encounter knowledge gaps and to indicate the knowledge sources they use to fill the knowledge gaps.

All 15 software project managers indicated that their organisations do encounter knowledge gaps at some point in time. It could be knowledge about the industry or technical software development knowledge. When asked if they encounter knowledge gaps, one manager said:

‘Yes, it happens a lot.’ [Male; Manager; P3]

Another said:

‘Every time! You’re trying to write a piece of code, but you have no idea what you’re doing.’ [Male; Manager; P4]

This was confirmed by another manager who said:

‘Yes! With software development there are new technologies, and in our case there is hardware we need to support, e.g. a new printer, and you have to find information about it.’ [Male; Manager; P5]

Another manager concurred:

‘Yes, always. As a person you don’t always know everything.’ [Male; Manager; P6]

They were then asked to identify the knowledge sources they use to fill the knowledge gaps. Their responses indicate that knowledge is acquired from internal and external sources.

Internally, knowledge is acquired from employees and organisational documents. Internal knowledge acquisition happens when employees exchange knowledge among themselves. It could be junior employees helping each other or more experienced seniors helping out juniors. One manager said:

‘I become the main source of knowledge when new employees are recruited.’ [Male; Manager; P11]

This was supported by another manager, who said:

‘If we have new employees they might struggle to get new information. Obviously, they have to ask senior people in the organisation for assistance.’ [Male; Manager; P1]

The managers also confirmed that junior staff members acquire knowledge from each other. One manager said:

‘The programmers usually help each other when they have information gaps relating to their specific work areas. That is when they ask each other questions.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

Another manager who is also a programmer said:

‘We ask each other questions and explain how to do it so that you can learn.’ [Male; Manager; P9]

The study also revealed that various organisational documents are used to acquire knowledge. One manager said:

‘The best thing is to acquire knowledge from documents and teach yourself.’ [Male; Manager; P8]

Another said:

‘I consult the textbooks if I encounter programming challenges.’ [Male; Manager; P4]

Manuals, textbooks, minutes of meetings, programming code samples, notes and emails are documents kept by organisations.

External knowledge sources are the Internet, customers or clients and industry networks. All managers indicated that the Internet is the main source of external knowledge. When asked about the main sources of external knowledge, one manager said:

‘Google! We do a lot of online research, searching a lot of websites.’ [Male; Manager; P11]

Another concurred, saying:

‘We usually get [development] information from Internet forums such as Google groups and the Microsoft development network.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

Two managers indicated that they use video tutorials they download from YouTube; others indicated that they use social networks, blogs and discussion forums, one responded:

‘We simply go to Google user groups and look at things there, and then you find information.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

Another manager wondered:

‘I don’t know how I would perform my duties without Google’, [Male; Manager; P10]

Clients or customers are sources of knowledge too. The managers revealed that clients interact with them on a regular basis, thus providing valuable feedback on their products. They use this feedback to improve their processes and products, if necessary. This was confirmed by a manager, who said:

‘We have software packages that we have developed and enhanced. We do that based on feedback that we get from our clients.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

Another said:

‘You have to extract the knowledge from the customer because that is where it is.’ [Male; Manager; P7]
The same sentiments were shared by another manager, who stated that:

‘You can be short of business knowledge, which means that you have to get close to the clients.’ [Male; Manager; P3]

Another manager confirmed:

‘Client base is a very rich source of information for us.’ [Male; Manager; P8]

Networks of peers in the software industry have also been cited as sources of knowledge, especially technical knowledge. These are alliances formed by some of the organisations, specifically to share knowledge. For example, if a member company encounters a problem, the other alliance members help. A manager said:

‘We get people from our network to help the developers.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

Another manager gave an example of a situation whereby his company had no knowledge of Oracle integration. They had to ask industry peers to integrate it for them, he said:

‘For example, we don’t work with Oracle database, so we ask others to help us.’ [Male; Manager; P11]

Another indicated that they use developers from other organisations to help them, he said:

‘We use available resources like Skype and social networks [to communicate].’ [Male; Manager; P6]

One manager indicated that they are in partnership with a big, well-known software developer and vendor. The vendor provides them with needed expertise each time they need it:

‘We are a Microsoft partner and we get most of the information from them. You simply go to their network and look at things there.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

The results reveal that organisations encounter knowledge gaps and that they use a number of internal and external sources to fill them. Studies conducted in other parts of the world show similar results. Sharma et al. (2012) found that the Internet is widely used to acquire knowledge. Aurum et al. (2008) found that networks of peers are used as sources of knowledge. Gendreau and Robillard (2013) confirm the importance of peers as sources of knowledge. In the SA case, we see that organisations also use vendors and clients as knowledge sources.

### Knowledge creation and sharing

Knowledge creation and sharing are similar activities that could be easily confused. Pentland (1995) and Taskin, Verville and Al-Omari (2011) define knowledge creation as a process of developing new knowledge or content from existing knowledge. Citing Schwartz (2006), Paulin and Suneson (2012:83) define knowledge sharing as ‘the exchange of knowledge between and among individuals, and within and among teams, organisational units, and organisations’. In this study, it was discovered that these activities are similar. For example, a training or brainstorming session could be a knowledge creation or sharing activity.

Knowledge creation and sharing activities found in the organisations are meetings, brainstorming sessions, training, conferences and workshops, and reading and acting on information from the Internet and organisational documents. Brainstorming sessions are used for knowledge creation and sharing. These are informal sessions where employees share, refine and adopt ideas. Once adopted, the ideas become organisational knowledge because employees act on them, one manager said:

‘We come together as a group to brainstorm on what, why and how the project goes.’ [Male; Manager; P15]

Another said,

‘We do a lot of brainstorming on how best we could handle projects.’ [Male; Manager; P11]

Managers also indicated that they hold meetings to share ideas about their work:

‘We do a lot of meetings for our internal processes.’ [Male; Manager; P14]

Another one said:

‘We usually update our staff in meetings.’ [Male; Manager; P12]

Formal and informal training is also used for knowledge creation and sharing purposes. When asked if they conduct training sessions, the managers responded as follows:

‘Look, we are very small; offering [formal] courses internally is not really worthwhile, but we do offer one-on-one training.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

‘We occasionally do training, but it has been ten years since I last attended training myself.’ [Male; Manager; P9]

‘What happens if we need help, we just call someone to teach us.’ [Male; Manager; P6]

Other organisations indicated that they send employees to workshops and conferences to acquire new knowledge. This was confirmed by one manager, who said:

‘Some of our employees are taken to the US [United States of America] to learn about technologies of the future.’ [Male; Manager; P4]

Another said:

‘They will notify us [and] send us emails, and we’ll attend [workshops] if we’re interested.’ [Male; Manager; P5]

Reading has been found to be an effective way of knowledge creation. As discussed earlier, employees use documents and the Internet to acquire information. When the information from these sources is internalised and acted upon, it becomes valuable organisational knowledge. The Internet plays a huge role in this regard. One manager said:

‘I think all the knowledge is found on the WWW [World Wide Web].’ [Male; Manager; P10]
Another stated:

‘We download video tutorials about the latest software trends, so we keep updated by watching these tutorials.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

This was confirmed by another who said:

‘We use the Internet a lot, especially for standards and specifications. For example, if you want to design a solar panel [simulator] you look for the specifications on the Internet.’ [Male; Manager; P9]

The results indicate that formal training does not seem to be conducted often in most organisations and that the Internet is widely used for knowledge creation and sharing. Apart from not opting for formal training methods, the rest of the results are a confirmation of studies conducted previously. Dorairaj et al. (2012) explain that in software organisations, knowledge is generated by brainstorming, customer collaboration, formal training; communities of practice and self-learning. Boden, Nett and Wulf (2010) state that knowledge is transferred by holding meetings, training sessions and the use of technology (the Internet in this case).

Knowledge storage

All organisations indicated that they do store their knowledge using different storage methods and technologies. They use central storage places such as portals, servers, external hard drives and email systems. When asked where they store their knowledge, one manager said:

‘Usually in our emails with the boss.’ [Male; Manager; P6]

Another said:

‘We have stored it [knowledge] in the server in product files. We also use DropBox to move it around.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

Another manager said:

‘We have a portal that is a helpdesk. It is where conversations about customer issues are recorded and stored.’ [Male; Manager; P3]

Another manager said:

‘Most of the stuff is with individual hard drives.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

Others indicated that they don’t store their knowledge in central locations, but in many storage devices within the organisation. One manager stated that:

‘We don’t have a central repository to store organisational knowledge. I encourage the guys to email me whatever they get. If there is one central repository, that could be me’. [Male; Manager; P11]

Another said:

‘We don’t store our knowledge in a central place, but have several repositories using disparate systems, some new, and others with people in spreadsheets and workflow systems.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

The results indicate that the organisations use different systems to store their knowledge. Some companies use central storage facilities, and others use different storage locations found all over the organisation. Previous studies indicate that it is a good idea to have one central storage facility for knowledge storage rather than to have it scattered. A central facility allows easy access, organisation and retrieval. Basili, Caldiera and Rombach (1994) suggest an experience factory model for information storage. This is a system in which a central database is created for easy storage, organisation and access to knowledge. Garcia et al. (2011) support the idea and argue that a central database supports easy retrieval and learning in agile teams. This system has effectively been used by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Agency to store software engineering knowledge (Jansma & Means 2012).

Knowledge organisation

Organisations were also asked to explain how they organise their stock of knowledge. The results reveal that they organise their knowledge resources mostly in their servers, using basic organisation techniques such as folders. One manager said:

‘We organise it in the server. What we do is that we have folders associated with products’. [Male; Manager; P1]

Another manager from a different organisation said:

‘Everything is organised in our computers in terms of folders. For example, if it is information pertaining to training, that document goes to the training folder. If it’s something to do with programming knowledge, it goes to the folder for that.’ [Male; Manager; P6]

Others indicated that they do not organise their knowledge. Knowledge is found in different places in the organisations. This was confirmed by one manager from a different company who said:

‘What we should do, but usually don’t [organise knowledge], is to have a central location database like SharePoint where everyone is depositing data and pulling out when necessary. But we don’t do it.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

The results indicate that knowledge is organised, but the conclusion is that it is done at a very basic level or not at all. This could be because of two reasons: (1) the organisations are small, so not a lot of information exists and (2) organising could be difficult as it is scattered. Organisations are encouraged to adopt the knowledge organisation framework proposed by Chow and Wong (2011) to cater for multiple facets of knowledge and the tool suggested by Mat and Liu (2011) use to organise knowledge.

Knowledge application

Software organisations were asked to state how they apply the knowledge they have in their tasks. A couple of examples were given by the managers. Two managers gave examples
where stored knowledge was used when employees left the organisation. One said:

‘Unfortunately the lady who developed it left, and we used the documentation in the server.’ [Male; Manager; P1]

The other said:

‘When one of our senior developers died, we used the code samples he developed to finish the project.’ [Male; Manager; P6]

Others gave different scenarios in which available knowledge is used in the development process. For example, one said:

‘We definitely incorporate the knowledge we have into our coding.’ [Male; Manager; P15]

Another said:

‘What we do is look at the actual costs of the project and the time taken to complete that project. We then apply that information to future projects.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

This was confirmed by a similar scenario, whose manager stated that:

In terms of programming, what we do is that we put comments after each programming code. So if we want to use that code in another project, basically what we do is that we copy and paste that code so that we can make it work in another program.’ [Male; Manager; P4]

The results reveal that organisations use the knowledge at their disposal in their daily development tasks. In fact, all the managers indicated that knowledge is used in their organisations. Dorairaj et al. (2012) and Chandani et al. (2007) found similar results. They found that software organisations apply the knowledge they have thus learning from it.

### Improved software development

After the revelation that knowledge is applied in organisational routines and processes, managers were asked to indicate if KM has improved their processes. All organisations indicated that KM has enabled them to change their behaviour and do things better than they did before. They indicated that KM has made their organisations more accurate, effective, efficient and productive by saving time and preventing the ‘reinvention of the wheel’. When asked if KM has changed the way things are done in their respective organisations, one manager said:

‘Definitely! This stuff we have discovered over the years has made us more efficient and accurate as a company. For example, what took a couple of hours to run previously is run within minutes today.’ [Male; Manager; P11]

Another manager said:

‘Now we have libraries of code which we use in the development environment. That prevents reinvention of the wheel and helps us learn from our past mistakes.’ [Male; Manager; P7]

These sentiments were echoed by the manager who said:

‘Definitely, it [KM] makes us more efficient as a company. If there is a problem and none of us has come across that problem, we basically research and document it. That information is then used in future projects instead of researching the problem again. So it helps us become more efficient and productive as a company.’ [Male; Manager; P6]

‘Let’s say one encounters a set of conditions that you struggle with. It’s absolutely essential that knowledge be kept somewhere’, said another manager.’ [Male; Manager; P2]

This statement could be interpreted as meaning that stored knowledge is used to solve problems.

The responses show clear evidence of the importance of KM in software development organisations. Managers indicated that KM practices have one way or the other improved their processes. They concur with Chandani et al. (2007), who state that KM has helped improve the execution and coordination functions across organisations. That assertion is echoed by Sholla and Nazari (2011), who state that the goal of KM in software organisations is to produce software faster, with fewer costs and with higher quality. It is not clear though what exact processes have been improved, but we conclude that KM is benefiting software development organisations.

### Summary, conclusions and recommendations

The study found six KM practices in SA software development SMMEs: knowledge acquisition, creation, sharing, storage, organisation and application. Table 1 summarises the results.

The conclusion is that SA software development SMMEs have adopted KM, but we assume that it is informal because there was no mention of KM specialists responsible for driving KM initiatives and policies in the organisations during the interviews. Aurum et al. (2008), and Heavin and Adam (2012) found that KM in SMMEs was applied informally. Apart from the knowledge sources found in the literature, the study discovered that clients and vendors are sources of knowledge in the SA context. Software organisations do not conduct formal training and organise their knowledge resources using basic methods. KM has made them more effective, efficient and productive. We believe that if organisations can formally adopt KM, improvements could be seen in the software development industry.

It is therefore recommended that software development organisations formally adopt KM by: (1) adopting formal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: Summary of knowledge management practices.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KM process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation and sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KM, knowledge management.
training methods to reskill developers; (2) storing their knowledge assets in central databases for easy access, organisation and retrieval; and (3) employing KM specialists and implementing formal KM policies to facilitate the full implementation of KM.

The main limitation of the study is that data were collected in one province only. The study could have carried more weight if all three major software development provinces were included.

A quantitative study to measure the actual KM benefits and their impact on the organisations’ performance is recommended. The research could determine how KM has benefited software organisations in terms of reducing or eliminating software development failures.

The contribution of this study to the literature is that it gives a different context of KM adoption. Many studies have been conducted in developed countries in Europe, North America and Australia, but relatively few in developing countries, especially in SA. This study offers a perspective on a developing country with limited knowledge, skills and resources in software development.
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